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ATLAS superimposed to 
the 5 floors of building 40 
5The Large Hadron Collider
64.5-1.9 K
20-4.5 K
Some info about the LHC
• 14 TeV proton-proton collisions
• 1034 cm-2s-1 design luminosity
• 2808 bunches per beam 
with 25 ns spacing
• 360 MJ per beam
• at highest luminosities:
• 25 inelastic pp events per bunch 
crossing at 40 MHz
• ∫L = 50 - 100 fb-1 per year

8Success of the second and final test of the 
Large Hadron Collider’s beam 
synchronization systems - View of the bunch 
of particles through some camera screen 
inside the LHC machine.
Last preparations at the LHC
   The last piece of the LHC 




At 10:38 The first beam in 
the Large Hadron Collider 
at CERN was successfully 
steered around the full 27 
kilometers of the 
accelerator
At the ATLAS Control Room
 Starting from the end of 2006 a number of integration weeks was organized
 Move from standalone detector commissioning to the combined one
 Collect cosmic data, with different trigger sources
 Perform calibrations, timing and trigger setup
 Train shifters, multiply experts, enhance monitoring tools and documentation










Cosmic muon event in extended barrel
Commissioning of TileCal with cosmic muons
Cosmic muon event in the TileCal barrel
3D display of cosmic muon event in TileCal
Another 3D event in Tile
Fake Missing ET From Cosmic Rays 
2 events with 4 TeV MET?
Events with > 200 GeV MET, rate: ~ few/day 
2007 data runs 15923 to 17020, 38412 events, bad channels removed, Ecell>400MeV, MET@cell level, em scale
Expected peak 
near zero
09/14/08 LAr Commissioning 16
Air shower, 
good pulse shapes
ET miss (TileCal) = 120 GeV 
Δt=(up-down) = -16 ns
09/14/08 LAr Commissioning 17
Hard bremsstrahlung
ET miss (TileCal) = 1.2 TeV 
Good signal pulse shapes
In TileCal (& LAr) 
Δt=(up-down) = -16 ns
LAr Commissioning












ETmiss = 4 TeV





assigns large error 
to saturated 
sa ples, fits 
remaining samples
Also neighbouring 
cells with normal 
pulse shapes, 
including 1 cell 
with 30 GeV 
and 1 cell 200 GeV. 





Transit time from top to bottom
of Calorimeter (~ 6m) 
















At E>1 GeV timing 
resolution is of the 
order 1 ns
Rejection via Electromagnetic Fraction in Data
Commissioning of LAr with cosmic muons
µ
TileCal was used for up-
down events triggering




   - E>500 MeV (1% of         
     statistics);
2) Muons interacting as 
MIP particle (minimally 
ionizing particle)
  - 99% of statistics;
  - Global check of EM         
    performance;
  - Special attention            
    required;







A good agreement between predicted and data pulse shapes
High energy cosmic muons in LAr (2)
H
Quantitative comparison of data and predicted pulse
 - Corresponds to the Gaussian noise fluctuation in each sample 
(dominating at low energy)
 - Corresponds to quality of predicted shape (dominating at high 
energy)
1.5 GeV<E<2500  ADC
MIP cosmic muons in LAr (1)
M
MIP cosmic muons in LAr (2)
M
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Muon Barrel Sector Commissioning
σ ~ 9 mm
Distance between Tracker track 
and Trigger cluster
Tracker -Trigger Correlation
Tracker shows very good track 
quality for cosmics:
- 6 hits per track
- Residuals centered at 0
- Residuals RMS ~160 µm
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Cosmic data analysis: TRT and SCT
SCT residuals
Before alignment




σ = 545 µm 
→ 270 µm 





Waiting for the first collisions!
The Commissioning on the cosmic rays 
shows that ATLAS is ready to go!
Many thanks to all colleagues from whom I 
have taken material (either full slides or 









Silicon pixels (Pixel): 0.8 108 channels
Silicon strips (SCT) : 6 106 channels
Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) : 
straw tubes (Xe), 4 105 channels
e/pi separation
σ/pT ~ 5x10-4 pT ⊕ 0.01
Inner Detector (tracker)
 
Covers |η|<2.5 in a solenoidal 
magnetic field of 2T
Pixel: each pixel is 50 µm wide in Rφ and 
300 µm long. At R=4cm -- “B-layer” (good 
vertexing)
SCT: 4 double layers of silicon strips. Each 
double layer consists of strips aligned in 
the azimuthal direction and strips rotated 
by a 40 mrad stereo angle with respect to 
the ﬁrst set. The strips have an 80 µm 
pitch and are 12 cm long.
TRT: consists of ~36 layers of 4 mm 







~10%/√E  energy resolution e/γ











barrel: Iron-Tile; HEC: Copper-LAr; (~20000 channels)
E
σ/E ~ 50%/√E ⊕ 0.03 pion (at η≈10λ (λ-interaction length)) 
Trigger for  jets, Missing ET
Barrel coverage |η|<1.7 
Total coverage |η|<5
Tile
Outer radius of 4.25 m and half-length 6.10 m




Stand-alone momentum resolution Δpt/
pt < 10% up to 1 TeV 
~1200 MDT precision chambers for 
track reconstruction (+ CSC)
C
~600 RPC and ~3600 TGC 
trigger chambers
2-6 Tm |η|<1.3    4-8 Tm 1.6<|η|<2.7
Outer radius of 11 m and half-length 12.5 m
